
Table 1: “Two opposite metaphysical attitudes” (96)

Observation (the onlooker) Testimony (the witness)
The object of interest is outside myself in the sense that 
it is not understood to involve me.

Testimony “bears on something independent from 
me and objectively real; it has therefore an essentially 
objective end.  At the same time it commits my entire 
being as a person who is answerable for my assertions 
and for myself” (94–95).   Testimony expresses the 
“relation in which the witness stands to the world,” his 
or her “manner of belonging” (96). 
Testimony is linked to receptivity (98) where receptivity 
is understood on the model of a host actively receiving 
guests and thus involves active self-communication (99).
That is, testimony is linked to disponibilité, “the 
capacity to open ourselves to others” (100) and to open 
ourselves to the world not as an array of self-contained 
things to be observed (or not), but as things “that offer 
themselves to us” for our recognition and response 
(102).

The phenomenon observed is unmodified by being 
observed; it remains an object, the same object, 
“for everybody in general” (101).  In the report or 
certification of observation, the object of interest 
“reach[es] its destination unaltered” (101).

The phenomenon acquires new “qualities” through 
my testimony; it is “transmuted” (101).  The reality 
to which I testify is changed (dimensions are added 
to it) by my holding it up for this particular other and 
by my communication of myself (my relation to the 
phenomenon) as I communicate this or that about the 
phenomenon in question.  Thus, although Marcel does 
not say so explicitly, testimony endows the phenomenon 
with meaning.

The phenomenon recorded/observed is a present 
phenomenon; past and future events cannot be observed.

The past can only be known by testimony.  Projected 
futures are always in the category of testimony.

The “I” who observes is “impersonal” in the sense of 
being interchangeable with any other observer (one 
recorder among thousands)

The “I” who testifies is not interchangeable.  Testimony 
requires an individual identity, a person with a proper 
name, a being who is in time (that is, not “exhausted by 
immediacy”)

The observer is alone with the observed; others play no 
role.  Observation can occur on “the plane of the monad” 
(93).

Testimony always references others; I testify to others; 
in witnessing, I “stand in the presence of” and address 
myself to some particular other(s).  Testimony is “a-
monadic” (93).
“Testimony is always given before a transcendence” 
(96).
To testify is “to act as a guarantor” (93)
Testimony reflects commitment; in testifying, “I bind 
myself” (93).
Testimony is a “form of fidelity which has become 
embodied” (97).


